FIBA 3x3 WORLD TOUR 2021
PRAGUE MASTERS
SEPTEMBER 18-19 - PRAGUE'S CASTLE
16 TEAMS FROM 11 COUNTRIES

ANTWERP  BOJNICE  MEFERESUSA  GAGARIN  GRAZ  HUMPOLEC  BERNARD  IBIZA  JEDDAH  LIMAN  MARIJAMPOLE  MANTINGA  PIROT  RALJA  RIGA  RUNA  SAKIAI  GULBELE  TEL  AVIV  UTENA  UNICLUB
PEOPLE REACHED

3.3M VIEWS

700K INTERACTIONS

250K
TV PRESENCE
STRICT ANTI-COVID PROTOCOL

- PLAYERS AND STAFF HAD TO PRESENT NEGATIVE PCR TEST BEFORE ARRIVAL
- EVERYONE TESTED UPON ARRIVAL, FOLLOWING ALL THE PROTOCOLS BY FIBA MEDICAL COMMISSION
- MANDATORY MASKS FOR PLAYERS, REFS AND STAFF
- TEMPERATURE CHECKS AT HOTEL
- MASKS FOR TABLE OFFICIALS
- HAND SANITIZER AVAILABLE AT THE VENUE
- SOCIAL DISTANCING
- SANITIZED BALLS
- PLAYERS, REFS AND STAFF REQUESTED TO STAY IN THEIR ROOMS ALL THE TIME
TEAM COMPETITION

JEDDAH (KSA) WIN THEIR FIRST-EVER WORLD TOUR MASTERS

CLICK TO WATCH THE FINAL HIGHLIGHTS
TEAM COMPETITION

NEMANJA DRASKOVIC (JEDDAH, KSA) NAMED MVP

HIS 45.7 PLAYER VALUE WAS THE BEST INDIVIDUALL STATITICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SEASON
INDIVIDUAL CONTESTS

VADIM “MILLER” PODDUBCHENKO (UKR) WINS CEPS DUNK CONTEST

MATTHIAS LINORTNER (GRAZ,AUT) WINS CEPS SHOOT-OUT CONTEST